At the ballot box and at the Capitol, we’re raising our voices for justice. We need to stop the policies that put profit ahead of hard-working people. We need to beat back any anti-union agenda and create a just society for all Connecticut citizens, not just the wealthy few.

District 1199 Political Action is our voice, our vote, and our power. While wealthy individuals and corporations try to buy elections and laws, our political fund combines small contributions of thousands of 1199 healthcare workers to give us a powerful voice in politics. Join us today...
**United in 1199 Political Action, we’ve accomplished a lot:**

- Fought and won job security for state employee members’
- Maintained and extended our pensions and family healthcare
- Organized family members of people with disabilities to maintain state operated services

**Together, we must continue to lead the political fight to:**

- Lobby legislators at the State Capitol and in Washington D.C.
- Provide resources to help elect 1199 endorsed candidates for state and federal elections
- Provide electoral support for legislators who recognize the importance of state operated services.